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This paper is the second part of the paper which appeared under the same 
title in these Proceedings*. We refer to Part I for notation, definitions and for 
the bibliography. References to Part I will be made by referring only to the 
theorem (lemma, definition) by number, or to the section (e.g. Theorem 2.4, 
Definition 2.1, Section 2 etc.). Numbers between brackets refer to the biblio- 
graphy at the end of Part I. For concepts not defined in Part I we refer to [l], 
[2] and [3]. This paper consists of two sections. Section 6 deals with the class g8 
of dense in itself completely distributive complete lattices. The main objective 
of this section is to characterize the free (free in the sense described below) 
dense in itself completely distributive complete lattice g9,(S) as a a-set of 
Y&(S). In section 7 we will prove that if S is an infinite set, then Y&) is a 
subdirect product of copies of the real unit interval. 
6. DENSE IN ITSELF COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE COMPLETE LATTICES 
In [3] we have shown (Theorem 2.4) that if L E Qc, then there exists a 
complete congruence relation O9 E Con (L) such that for 6’ E Con (L), L/B E 9s 
if and only if Or 13~. We also showed in [3] (Theorem 5.2) that if Ygc(S) is the 
free completely distributive complete lattice on the set S of generators, then 
T9&S) = 9&(S)/OB is free in the class 9s in the following sense. (Recall that if 
l Proceedings Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Series A, Vol. 85 (4), 1982, 
pp. 403-414. = Indagationes Mathematicae, Volumen 44, Fasciculus 4, pp. 403-414. 
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LE 9k and SC L, then S generates L, written [A = L, if L is the smallest 
complete regular sublattice of L containing S. cf. [3]). S is a generating set of 
9&S) and if h : S+L, LE %, is a map such that [h[S]] =L, then h has a 
(unique) complete homomorphic extension f : Fgs(S)+L. Also recall from 
Part I of this paper (cf. Theorem 4.3), that if L E 9c and c : Con (L)+ V(L) is 
defined by c(0) = h$[L/B] for 8 E Con (L), then c is an anti-isomorphism and 
c(0) is a a-set of L which is isomorphic to L/B. Finally, recall ([3], Theorem 2.7) 
that if L E 9k, then (f3,] is a complete atomic Boolean algebra and 8@= 
= 2 Con (0 (0, : a E Y(L)} and where for a E Y(L), 0, = e(a”, a). Moreover, the 0, 
are the atoms of (e,]. The main objective of this section is to exhibit YgS(S) as a 
a-set of ggS(S). We start with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let L E &, L, E V(L). If Y(L)nL, = @ then Li E 9s. 
PROOF. If L, $ 9s then by [2], Theorem 4.6, there exists ac ~$5~). But then 
a E Y(L) (since aoLL,a * aaLa and since L1 is a a-set of L). Contradiction. 
Before stating the next lemma we recall from [3], Lemma 4.3 (also cf. [2], 
Lemma 4.2) that if LE 9c, ae Y(L), then there exists u’EL, asa’, U’E A(L) 
and such that (a] U [a) = L. The immediate successor of a’ is denoted by a’+ and 
we also recall that a’u = a0 and a’+ a = u’+ . 
LEMMA 6.2. Let LE 9c, a~j(L). Then c(&)=(xcL : xe[u,a’+]}. 
PROOF. We have that c(&) = h$ [L/O,] = (by definition of h$) = {u E L : [u, 01 
a congruence class of 8, >. Now it” follows from [3] Lemma 2.1”, that the proper 
congruence classes of 0, are the intervals [a’~, 01, DE [a,a’+]. Moreover, if 
u E [a, a’+] then a’u < o. Therefore x E c(Q) ox $ [a, a’+]. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let L E &, then n (c(0,) : (I E Y(L)} = {XE L : x does not cover 
an element of L}. 
PROOF. Suppose x,y E L and y < x. By Lemma 2.2 of [3], there exists aI E Y(L) 
such that 0,, = B&x). But ly,x] is a proper congruence class of 0&x). Indeed, 
y=x(&y,x)) and if y’my(&y,x)) then y’y=y and y’+x=y+x=x, so y~y’lx 
and thus y’=y or y’=x. It follows that x~[ai,a~‘+] and thus xe n{c(e,) : 
(I E f(L)}. Conversely, suppose XE L and xtt n {c(&) : a E Y(L)}. Then there 
exists al E Y(L) such that xe c(&,). By Lemma 6.2, XE [ai, al ‘+I and thus by 
Lemma 2.1 of III, x covers Q’X. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We note that since eq = C Con CL) { 0, : a E S(L)} for L E 9c that c(e,) = fl flL) 
{c<&) : QE Y(L)} G fl (c(0,) : QE 9(L)). Also note that if L, = n(c(t?,) : 
UE J(L)} then L1 is a join-semisublattice of L. However, L, need not be a a-set 
of L, even if L, E 9~. Example: Let L = 00 1’. If L1 = fl {c(&) : UE 9(L)}, then 
L1 = {O,l’>. Obviously, l’oL,1’ but not l’oLl’. Thus L, $ v(L). In fact, c(e,) = 
= (0). 
We arrive now at the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let L E 9k. Then L/B% is isomorphic to the largest member of 
F?(L) which is contained in the set {XE L: x does not cover an element of L}. 
Before we focus our attention on Yg&S) as a o-set of Y&(S) we recall some 
properties of 9+(S) which we will need in the sequel. 
First, recall (Theorem 4.1, [3]) that if L E &, S G L, [S] = L, then L is free on 
S (that is, L is isomorphic to 9&(S)) if and only if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
(*I n Ti I C T2 implies Tl fl T2 # 4 whenever @ # T, U T2 c S. 
We also have (Theorem 4.3, [3]) that if a E ggc(S) than a E Y( 9&?)) a a e fl T 
for some TCS and if a=fl T, then aO=fl TC (S-Z’), a’= C (S-T), and 
a’+=fl T+C (S-T).Dually,a~&fl+(S))oa=~ T,forsomeT~Sandif 
a = 1 T, then a+ = C T+ n (S - T). Also, recall that Fgc(S) is a complete ring 
of sets (Theorem 4.2, [3]). 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let L = Y+(S) and let {Si>i,l and { q}ieJ be sets of subsets of S. 
Then(i) C {n q :jtzJ}~ C {n Si: iEZ}*foreachjEJ,thereexistsi(j)EZ 
such that TjzSiu,; (ii) C (n Tj :j~J}<c {fl Si: ieZ}ofor each jEJ, 
there exists i(j) E Z such that q > SiU, and there exists ic E Z, such that Ji, P q for 
alljEJ. 
PROOF. (i)C {n q:jEJ}sC {nSi:i~Z}=n {Ci,~~(i):~EXi,~Si}ti 
*fl TjS Ci,lp(i) for each jEJ and each pEXielSitiTjn{&i) : icZ}#@ 
for each jtz J and each a,eXisl SiO for each je J, there exists i(j) EZ such that 
Tj2Si,); (ii) This part follows immediately from (i) and from the fact that 
C {n q:jEJ}cC {fl Si:i~l}*C {n q:jEJ}sC {n Si:ieZ}and 
C {fl Si: ~EZ}YZ C {n q: jEJ>. 
We will now characterize those elements of Fgc(S) which do not cover an 
element (thus, by Lemma 6.3, these are the elements of fl {c(&) : a E Y( 3+(S)}). 
LEMMA 6.6. Let a= 1 {n Si : iel} be an element of 9&(S). Then a does 
not cover an element c) for each i E Z, there exists i’E Z such that Sf C Si. 
PROOF. = Let b E Ygc(S), b cu. We will show that there exists, c E L, b c c < a. 
Let b= C { fl q : jtz J}< C (n Si : iEZ}. By Lemma 6.5, there exists io~Z, 
such that Si,,Pq for all jo J. Let c=b+ n &,,= C { fl Tj : je J}+ n Si,,. 
Obviously b I c and since Si, 2 q for all j E J, it follows again from Lemma 6.5 
that b cc. Next, we show that c < a. Certainly c I a. By hypothesis, there exists 
i’e Z such that Sr C Si, thus SF 2 Si,,. Also, Sir 2 Tj for every j E J, since otherwise 
there exists j. E J such that Si 2 Tjo implying Si, > Tj,. Contradiction. It follows 
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from Lemma 6.5 that c<a. *Suppose there exists i0 ~1, such that Sic&, for 
each iEI. We claim that n Si,sC {fl Si : iEI}sn Si,+ C (S-S+). The 
first part of the inequality is obvious. For the second part, let il E I. If Sil = Si, 
then by Lemma 6.5(i), we are done. Suppose Si, + Si,,. But Si, c Si,, thus Si Z Si,. 
Thus, there exists ~1 ESPY, SI$ Si, and thus si, E S - Si, and Si, > (~1). Again, 
Lemma 6.5(i) yields now the second part of the inequality. Now, if u = n Si,, 
then u E Y( Fgc(S)) and u ‘+ = n Si,+ C (S-S& Therefore, UE [u, u’+] and it 
follows from Lemma 2.1 of [3] that a covers an element. Contradiction. 
REMARK. We infer from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 that if u E 3+(S), u = C { n Si : 
i E I} then u E (l {c(&) : u E Y( Y9JS)) o for each i E 1, there exists i’E I such 
that Sr CSi. Also, recall that ~(0,) 5 fl {c(&) : a E a.Ygc(S)} and, in fact, we 
will see that proper inequality holds in this case, if S is infinite. 
We now proceed to exhibit 9&(S) as a a-set of Ygc(S). Let L * s 3+(S) be 
defined by 
L*={ Cis, JJ Si : Sirs, for iEland for each ieI, there exists i’eI 
such that Sr C Si and Si - Sir is infinite}. 
Note that L. * is closed under sums in Y+(S). Also, 0 EL * and therefore L * is a 
complete lattice (under the partial ordering of F+(S)) and L* is a join-semi- 
lattice of L. It is also easy to see that 1 { n U : U G S, U infinite} is the largest 
element of L*. Indeed, it is obvious that this element belongs to L. Also, if 
a = C { fl Si : i E I} is an element of L *, then it follows from Lemma 6.5(i) that 
a I C { n U : U G S, U infinite}. It also follows from Lemma 6.6 that if a EL *, 
then a does not cover an element of L. Thus L * c n {c(&J : a E Y( F+(S))}. 
We will show that L* is a a-set and in fact that L*= c(b),). 
LEMMA 6.7. L* is a a-set of Y9$S). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that gL* is a complete homomorphism. Indeed, if 
gL1 is a complete homomorphism, then L*E 4 and then it follows from 
Lemma 3.3 that L* is a o-set of L. Recall that for atzL, gL*= C {x : xsa, 
x E L *). We first prove that gL* preserves sums. Since every element of Y+(S) is 
a sum of completely join irreducible elements we only need to show that gL* 
preserves sums of completely join irreducible elements. Also, gLD preserves 
order and therefore we must show that for a set {Si : ic I, Si G S for itz I} we 
have &k*(Cier II si)( CielSL*(II SJ- NOW gL*(Ciel fl W= C {X : XI 
I Ciel n Si, XEL*}. Let XEL*, XI Ciel n Sip X= CjsJ JJ 5’;. Fix je~J, 
then we must show that fl S’Ol Ciel gL.( fl Si). By hypothesis, there exists 
j’e J such that S’,CZS’~ and S&-S; is infinite. NOW n Sj 5 1 iel n Si, so by 
Lemma 6.5(i) there exists i(f) ~1 such that S’ 2 Siu? and thus S’O>SitiY and 
SjO - SiU7 is infinite. Let { Uk : k E K} be the set of all infinite subsets of S,!,, - Sici7 
and let S; = Sio? U Uk for each k E K. It is obvious that for k, E K, there exists 
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k2 E K such that S,& cS& and S& -S& is infinite. Let y. = 1 kcK n S,“. Then 
y. E L *. There exists k. E K such that Uk, = Sj,, - Sicj7. Obviously, S& = S$, and it 
follows that n S;O<vo. Also, S,. a Sti7 for every kg K. It follows that 
fl Sk. I n Siti for every kE K and thus yo 5 fl Siu? and thus n SjO 5~0 I 
~fl Siu?. But gL*(n Siu?)= C {JJ :-~lfl Siti?, YEL*}. ThUS n S'O<y~< 
<gLq(n Sio?)s Cis, gL*(n Si). Next we show that gL* preserves products. It 
suffices to show that for S1 G S, nL*gL*[Si] sgL*( n F%%i). Now IIL*gL*[Sr] 5 
~gL&)<sforeachsoS1, so flL*gL*[S1]< fl Y%(s)S, and thus (by definition of 
St*) nL*gL*[~,l~gL*(n~~~s)~,). 
REMARK. Since L* G II (c(8,) : a~ dY$S))} it follows that gL*(a) =gL,(ao) 
for each QE Ygc(S). This can also be easily checked directly. Indeed, if 
~EY(Y~$S)), then at$L*, so gL*(a)<a. Thus gL*(a)= C {x: XEL*, xca}= 
= C {x : xeL*, xla”} =gL.(ao). 
LEMMA 6.8. Let SiGS. Then gL*(n S,)= C {n (&UU) : UcS-S,, U 
infinite}. 
PROOF. Certainly C { n (Si U U) : U G S- Si , U infinite} EL * (note that if 
S-S1 is finite, then gl;.(fl Si)=O). We must show that if CicJ n S’EL* and 
CjeJ fl Sj’lfl Si then Cje~ fl S,!l C {fl (SiUU) : U5;S-S1, U infinite} 
for S,! G S, jE J. We have by Lemma 6.5 that for every j E J, A’,! 2 Si . Pick j. E J. 
Then there exists ji E J, such that Sj, C S’,, and S;,, - S,!l is infinite. Then Si G 5';~ 
cS&. Let U. = S$, - S’l then U. E S- Si and U. is infinite. Now fl S’,,’ 
in (SiUUo) and thus n Sj,,‘C (n (SiUU) : UcS-Sl, U infinite}. It 
follows that CjeJ n $5 C { fl (S, U U) : U 5 S- Si , U infinite}. This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let a= Cisl fl Sip then gLe(a)= C {n (SiUU) : UcS-Si, U 
infinite, i E I}. 
PROOF. Immediate from Lemma 6.7. 
LEMMA 6.10. (cf. [3], Lemma 5.1). If S is an infinite set, then gL. is one-one 
on S and gL*[S] is totally unordered. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that for S,S’E S, sfs’, gL+)zgL&). By Lemma 
6.8, g(s) = C {n ({s} U U) : se U, UC S, S infinite) and g(s’) = C {n {s’} U V, 
s’q V, Vc S, V infinite}. Pick V. z; S, such that ~‘4 I’, and s $ Vo, I’, infinite. 
Suppose gL.(s)zgL&‘). Then, by Lemma 6.5, there exists U. G S, se Uo, U. 
infinite, such that (s’} U PO L {s} U Uo. But s#s’, so SE PO. Contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.11. Let S1,S25S. Then gL*(n Sl)$gL*(C S*)*(i) S,flS2=@ and 
(ii) S - (Si U S2) is infinite. 
PROOF. * (i) holds since S1 flS2 # @ implies gL*( n Si) dgL.( C S,). For (ii), 
wehavegL*(fl S,)%gLq(CS2) * (byLemma6.9) C {n (SUU): UcS-S,, 
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U infinite} YZ C {n ({s} U v) : se V, V infinite, SE S2} * (by Lemma 6.5) 
there exists IJ, G S-S, , U infinite such that Si U Up (s} U V for each V, s $ V, V 
infinite, s E S,. Now suppose S - (Si US,) is finite. But Si n S, = @ and U, c 
G S - Si , so CJ, fl S, is infinite. Pick so E U, fl S, . Let Vi = (U, fl S,) - {so}. Then 
Vi is infinite, see Vi, soeSz and thus Si U U, p {so) U Vi. But V, c U, and 
so E VI implying Si U U, 3 {so) U Vi. Contradiction. * Suppose gL1( n S,) I 
IgL*(C S,). Then, byLemma6.9, C (II (S,UU): UCS-&, Uinfinite}l 
I C {fl ({s}Uv): s@V, V infinite, SE$}. Let Ui=S-(SiU&), then by 
hypothesis U, is infinite. Also, U, G S-S. By Lemma 6.5, there exists s1 ES,, 
Vi G S, Sr $ Vi, Vi infinite and such that S1 U U, 2 {si } U V. But s1 ES, and 
S, fl S, = @, thus s1 $ Si so s1 E U, . Contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.12. Suppose Si, S, G S, 0 E Con ( Fgc(S)), 0, I 8 for all a E S( F+(S)), 
S - (Si U &) is finite, S, fl S, = @. Then he( fl S,) I hs( C S,). 
PROOF. Let 1 S - (S, US,) 1 = n, n r 0. We proceed by induction. First, suppose 
n=O. Then $=S-Si. Let u=n Si, then a~y(.3+(S)) and a’=fl Si C 
(S-S,)=n S1 C S,. Also (a”,a)~O,<e and thus (n Si C S,, n Si)EB 
implying he( fl Si) 5 he( C S,). Next, assume that n > 0 and that the statement is 
true for n. Let S-(Si U&)= (x1,x2, . . . . xn9 xn + I I. Again II S1 E 4 F@ 1) and 
<II S1 C (S-W, II W~&~e.ThusMI Sl)~MC (S-W)orhdIl &)s 
~hdxl)+ . . . + hO(x,) + h@(x,+ i) + hs( C S,). Now we observe that if L is a 
distributive lattice and a, bi, . . . , b,, CEL, then US Cy=i &+C*US CF=i abi+ 
+KS C~=~abi+C. Hence he(n Sr)r Cy=‘=, ho(Xi fl Si)+he(C Sz). Let 
bE {1,2, . . . . n,n+l} and let Sl={Xi,)US1, then IS-(SiUSz)j =n and 
Si fl S, = @. Thus, by induction hypothesis, hO(xiO n Si) 5 hO( 1 S,) and thus for 
everyiE{1,2,..., n} we have hO(xi n S,) I hO( 1 &). It follows that hO( fl &) I 
al(C w. 
We are now able to prove the result enunciated above. 
THEOREM 6.13. ke gL.=Q and thus Fgs(S)=L*={ Cial n Si : Sirs, for 
i E I and for each i E I, there exists i’E I such that &C Si and Si - S? is infinite}. 
PROOF. Since egs< ke gL* we only need to prove that ke gL1 I e3. Let (u, u? E 
Eke gL.. We must show (U,U’)E Bq. Let U= C/e1 fl Si, U’= nj,J C Sj. We 
have gL*(Cisl n Si)=gL*(&sJ C S,!) and thus gL*(n Si)<gL*(C Sj? for all 
(i,j) EIX J. Let (b,j,) E Ix J then, by Lemma 6.11, either SiOflSjO# 4 or 
S- (SioUSjo) is finite. If SiOtl SjO # @ then obviously h~,~( fl Si,,) she%( C S$). 
Suppose Si, fl S’O = @ and S - (Si, U S’O) is finite then since C { 0, : a E s( g,+(S))} = 
= egs, it follows from Lemma 6.12 that h~~~( fl Si,) <he( C S$. Thus we have 
for all (i,j) E IX Jthat Jz~~~( n Si) I he( C S’? and it follows that hogs(u) I hsa(~“). 
Similarly, Ire,s(u? I Ires(u) and thus has(u) = h~q(u’). It follows that (tl, u’) E 
E bs. 
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7.ASTRUCTURETHEOREMFOR.~~s(S) 
We will show in this section that ggs(S), for S infinite, is a subdirect product 
of copies of the real unit interval [0, 11. We first need a lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1 Let S be an infinite set and Si, S, G S. Then there exists a complete 
dense in itself chain C and a complete onto homomorphism h : F+(S)+ C such 
that n h[Si] > C h&) e (i) Si ftS, = @ and (ii) S- (S, US2) is infinite. More- 
over, if (i) and (ii) are satisfied then C and h can be chosen such that C= [0, l] 
and fl h[SJ = 1 and C h[Sz] =O. 
PROOF. * If Si flS, # @ then n h[Si] 5 C h[S2]. Contradiction. Suppose 
S-(&U&) is finite. Let a= C h&l, b= n h[S,]. Then h[S,] r[O,a] and 
h[S,] G [b, 11. Also, h[S - (S, U$)] is finite. But a < b, so h[S] does not generate 
C. Contradiction. = Let hi : S+ [0, l] be defined such that hi (0) = 0, hi (1) = 1, 
hi [S,] = 0, hi [S,] = 1, h1 [S - (S, US,)] = (0, l)o((O, l)Q is the set of rationals in 
(0,l)). Extend hi to a complete homomorphism h : F+(S)+[O, 11, then h is 
onto and n h[S,] = 1 >O= C h[&]. 
THEOREM 7.2. If S is infinite, then F9JS) is a subdirect product of copies of 
[4 II. 
PROOF. Let a, a’E F&(S), a # a’. Recall from the previous section that F#) = 
= L *. Sums and products in 3+(S) will be denoted by C and fl respectively, 
and products in L* by nL*. (Recall that sums in L* are the same as sums in 
Fgc(S).) Let a= Ciel n Sj, a’= njeJ C Sjl. Then, since a and a/EL*, 
a=gl*(a)= Ciel nL’gL*[Si], a’=gl*(a?= fljpJL* 1 gL*[S,l. Since afa’, we 
have as a’ or a’s a, say a $ a’, thus gL*(a) sg=.(a’). Then there exists 4 E I and 
hEJsuch that IIL*gL4+,lS C gL4$,,1 or sL4Il [S,,l)~ggL4C KT,$. BY 
Lemma 6.11, Si, n Sj,, = 4 and S - (St, U Sj,,) is infinite. By Lemma 7.1, there exists 
an onto complete homomorphism h* : F9$S)-r[0, l] such that n h*[&,] = 1 
and C h*[SjO]=O.Thenh*(a)=Ci,ln h*[Si]=landh*(a’)=fljeJ C [Sjl=O. 
Now ker gLg= 19~~ and since [0, l] E s, ke h*~f?,~ and thus ker h*zker gLg. 
Then there exists a complete onto homomorphism h : L*+[O, l] such that 
hgLI = h *. But h(a) # h(a’) since h(a) = h(a’) *h&*(a)) = &.(a’)) = h*(a) = 
= /~*(a’). Contradiction. We have now proven that for a,a’E F,+(S), afa’, 
there exists an onto homomorphism h : Y#)+[O, l] such that h(a) # h(a’). 
Therefore, Fg$S) is a subdirect product of copies of [0, 11. 
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